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Abstract--The technique to mitigate interference in the channel is very essential to maintain efficient signal transmission.
Interference Alignment (IA) deals to mitigate interference and to enhance system efficiency of a wireless communication
network. We deal with interference alignment scheme for a network with multiple cells and multiple multiple-input and multipleoutput users under a Gaussian interference broadcast channel scenario. At first we go for grouping method already known to a
multiple-cells scenario and jointly design transmit and receiver beamforming vectors using a closed form expression without
iterative computation. Then we go for a new approach using the principle of multiple access channel (MAC) - broadcast channel
(BC) duality to perform interference alignment while maximizing capacity of users in each cell.
Index Terms--MAC, Article, Interference Alignment, Multiple cells, Broadcast channel
I.

INTRODUCTION

The recent emergence of the idea of interference alignment for wireless networks has shown that the capacity of wirelessnetworks
can be much higher than previously believed [1]. The canonical example of interference alignment is a communication scenario
where, regardless of the number of interferers ,every user is able to access one half of the spectrum free from interference from other
users [1]. For the interference channel with K transmitters and K receivers and random, time varying channel coefficients drawn
from a continuous distribution, reference [1] characterizes the network sum capacity as
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Fig:-1 Interference alignment solution for the three user two antenna case.
The optimality of interference alignment schemes at high SNR is interesting because these schemes treat all interference as noise
and require no multi-user detection. Achievable schemes based on treating interference as noise have been explored extensively
over the last decade. Prominent among these are the interference avoidance and iterative water filling algorithms where each
transmitter acts selfishly to align its transmissions along those directions where its desired receiver sees the least interference [3]–[7],
and network duality approaches [8]–[11] that are based on the reciprocity of the wireless propagation channel.
A. Interference Alignment
Interference channels, where multiple transmit and receive user pairs communicate using the same radio resources, are a building
block of wireless networks. The interference channel is a good model for communication in cellular networks, wireless local area
networks, and ad-hoc networks. Conventional thinking about the interference channel is that each user pair has no information about
other users in the network and therefore its optimum strategy is to be greedy and maximize its own rate. Unfortunately, the sum of
the data rates achieved across all user pairs with this strategy is of the same order as the rate of a single communication link. Recent
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work on the interference channel by Jafar’s group and Khandani’s group, however, has shown that sum rates can scale linearly with
the number of users at high SNR, using a transmission strategy known as interference alignment. Interference alignment is a linear
precoding technique that attempts to align interfering signals in time, frequency, or space. In MIMO networks, interference
alignment uses the spatial dimension offered by multiple antennas for alignment. The key idea is that users coordinate their
transmissions, using linear precoding, such that the interference signal lies in a reduced dimensional subspace at each receiver.
Allowing some coordination between transmit and receive user pairs enables interference alignment. In this way, it is possible to
design the transmit strategies such that the interference aligns at each receiver. From a sum rate perspective, with K user pairs, an
interference alignment strategy achieves a sum throughput on the order of K/2 interference free links! Basically each user can
effectively get half the system capacity. Thus unlike the conventional interference channel, there is a net sum capacity increase with
the number of active user pairs. This result has special importance in cellular and ad hoc networks, showing that coordination
between users can help overcome the limiting effects of interference generated by simultaneous transmission.
B. Interference Alignment Vs. Interference Cancellation
The synergy between interference alignment and interference cancellation is here. Interference alignment aligns a subset of the
packets at the first AP, allowing it to locally decode one packet and hence boot-strap the decoding process. Interference cancellation
enables other APs to use the decoded packet to cancel its interference, and hence decode more packets. Neither interference
alignment nor cancellation would be sufficient on its own to decode the three packets in Fig. 2.
IAC has the following features:
1) IAC brings in more gains than apparent in the above example and generalizes to any number of antennas. For a MIMO system
with M antennas, we prove analytically that IAC delivers 2M concurrent packets on the uplink, and max (2M−2,⌊ 3/2 M⌋) on
the downlink – i.e., it doubles the throughput of the uplink, and almost doubles the throughput of the downlink for a large
number of antennas.
2) IAC delegates all coordination to the APs, which tell the clients how to encode their packets to produce the desirable alignment.
Further, the channel estimates required for computing this alignment can be computed from ack packets with negligible
overhead.
3) IAC works with various modulations and FEC codes. This is be-cause IAC subtracts interference before passing a signal to the
rest of the PHY, which can use a standard 802.11 MIMO modulator/demodulator and FEC codes.

Figure:-2 IAC Example
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

The MIMO-IFBC model consists of a cellular network with L cells; each cell consists of K users. We assume that each user is
equipped with Nr antennas and each cell has one BS consisting of Nt antennas. The channel in each cell can be regarded as MIMOIFBC. An example for the case of L = 3 and K = 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1, the BS 1 sends data to user 1 while
introducing both inter-user interference and inter-cell interference. Similarly, BS 2 and BS 3 introduce interference to other users.
We assume each BS aims to convey ds data streams to its corresponding user, where ds ≤ min (Nt, Nr) = Nr, we assumed Nr < Nt.
We refer to the kth user in the lth cell as user [k, l]. The signal intended for the kth user in the lth cell is written as
ds

x [ k ,l ]   vi
i 1

[ k ,l ]

si

[ k ,l ]

 V [ k ,l ] S [ k ,l ]
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where si

[ k ,l ]

i denotes the ith transmitted symbol for the kth user in the lth cell,In our system degree of freedom is obtained from the equation


C  ( SNR ) L K [ k ,l ]
d
(2)
SNR   log( SNR )
l 1 k 1

d d  lim lim

Then in next section, we extend the interference alignment scheme using a grouping method proposed in [16] for two cells to jointly
design transmitter and receiver beamforming vectors for multiple cells using a closed-form expression without a need for iterative
computation. The extension as in the following section will be used later to compare other proposed interference alignment methods
based on MAC-BC duality.
III.

GROUPING METHOD EXTENSION

To maximize the sum rate performance of the MIMO-IFBC, the transmitter and the receiver beamforming matrices are usually
designed by applying an iterative optimization algorithm as in [2]. The iterative scheme performs interference alignment implicitly
and it normally requires a considerable number of iterations. In this section, we extend the grouping method in [16] to our multi-cell
scenario. This interference alignment scheme not only mitigates both ICI and IUI simultaneously in the multi-cell multi-user
MIMO-IFBC, but also it does not require any iterative computation. To explain, we start with a simple example of (NT, Nr, L, ds) =
(10, 6, 2, 3, 2). Suppose the BS l wants to transmit two sets of independent symbols s[1,l] = [s[1,l] 1 s[1,l] 2 ]T and s[2,l] = [s[2,l] 1
s[2,l] 2 ]T to user [1, l] and user [2, l] respectively.

Fig.:-3. The achievable rates for the proposed (DoF = 6).
We then considered the same system but with two data streams transmitted for each user. For the proposed interference alignment
scheme using MAC-BC duality, we considered both 8 and 10 transmit antennas for each base station. Fig. 4 depicts the sum rate
versus SNR of the proposed algorithm and compares it with the grouping method but with 10 transmit antennas. As seen, the
proposed interference alignment scheme, even with 8 transmit antennas, outperforms the extension of the grouping method with 10
transmit antennas. The reason is that although only eight antennas are employed at the BS, the sum rate is maximized using the
virtual beamforming matrices Q[k,l] m , hence it outperforms the perfect interference alignment algorithm due to increase subspace
dimension for mitigating intra-cell interference.
Then, we show the proposed interference alignment algorithm can also balance all the users’ data rate in each cell. All the elements
of the data rate balancing vector ρ were set to one. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 depict the convergence of the data rate for the two users against
the adaptation of the Lagrangian multiplier μk as explained. All the users attain equal data rate. The data rate without rate balancing
constraints is also shown. The total sum rate in this case is 7.5 bits/s/Hz and 14.6 bits/s/Hz for DoF = 6 and DoF = 12 respectively.
With the rate balancing constraints,
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Fig:-4. Rate balancing of the proposed hybrid interference alignment algorithm using the MAC-BC duality (DoF = 12).
IV.
CONCLUSION
We have finally tested the project for interference alignment scheme. This paper introduces interference alignment and cancellation
(IAC). IAC weaves two signal processing techniques: interference alignment and interference cancellation, such that the
combination applies to new scenarios that could not have benefited from either technique alone. We show both analytically and via
a prototype implementation that IAC doubles the throughput of MIMO LANs.
We believe that IAC can provide benefits in scenarios other than those explored in the paper. For example, IAC also extends to
clustered MIMO networks, which can occur in ad-hoc and mesh settings, where links within a cluster are strong (i.e., high bitrate)
and links across clusters are weak (i.e., low bitrate). The throughput of clustered networks is bottlenecked by the low bitrate intercluster links. IAC can double the throughput of the inter-cluster bottleneck links. In fact, this scenario is analogous to a WLAN
where nodes in the same cluster can be thought of as being connected with a high bandwidth Ethernet. We believe that IAC can
naturally increase throughput in these settings. Further exploration of IAC in ad hoc settings is left for future work.
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